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Abstract: AraSim is a software package used by the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) collaboration to simulate the
detector response to radio Cherenkov emission from ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrino interactions. We provide
details of simulated neutrino events in AraSim, including neutrino absorption in the Earth, the radio Cherenkov
signal spectrum, determining the signal’s propagation through the Antarctic ice, and modeling properties of
the detector. We also present the results of calibrating AraSim to TestBed data and the expected UHE neutrino
sensitivity of data from different deployment stages of ARA detector.
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1 Introduction
The cosmic ray flux cut off above primary cosmic ray
energies of 1019.5 eV [1] leads us to expect a UHE neutrino
flux due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect [2,
3]. A proton with energy above 1019.5 eV can interact with a
cosmic microwave background (CMB) photon and produce
neutrinos as daughter particles. These UHE neutrinos will
travel cosmological distances without being attenuated.

UHE neutrino interactions result in particle cascades
and due to a charge asymmetry in the relativistic shower,
there will be Cherenkov radiation, which will be coherent
at radio/microwave frequencies [4, 5]. This is known as the
Askaryan effect. The schematic plot of a neutrino event is
shown in Figure 1.

ARA is an antenna array located at the South Pole which
aims to detect the radio Cherenkov signal from neutrino
interactions in the ice. The full proposed ARA array would
span approximately 100 km2 and would be expected to
establish the UHE cosmogenic neutrino flux.

AraSim is a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which models
neutrino events and the ARA detector response. We use a
simple parametrization of the radio Cherenkov signal from
neutrino events and trace the propagation of the emitted
signal through the detector’s electronics chain. This neutrino
signal propagation will be discussed in detail in Section 3
In Section 4, we will discuss how we calibrated AraSim
using data from the detector. In Section 5, we show the
energy-dependent sensitivity of the ARA TestBed station to
a neutrino flux at the trigger level.

2 ARA Detector
The full proposed ARA detector would consist of 37 stations
spaced 2 km apart at a depth of 200 m. An ARA prototype
TestBed station was deployed in the 2010-2011 season and
the first three ARA stations were deployed in the 2011-2012
and 2012-2013 seasons [6].

An ARA design station consists of 16 radio frequency
antennas in drilled boreholes with 200 MHz to 800 MHz
bandwidth and four antennas at the surface of ice for
searching for cosmic ray air shower events. There are four
boreholes in each station and each borehole contains two
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Figure 1: Basic schematic of neutrino event. The cone at the
neutrino-ice interaction location is the Cherenkov cone from
coherent radio emission and the red curve is ray tracing
between the antenna and neutrino-ice interaction location.

pairs of antennas, alternating between vertically (Vpol)
polarized bicone and horizontally (Hpol) polarized quad-
slotted cylinder antennas. The depths of the boreholes are
200 m and they are evenly spaced around the station center
at distance of 10 m.

Each borehole antenna has a low noise amplifier (LNA)
component right after the antenna to avoid noise contami-
nation from cables between the antenna and LNA. A fiber
optic amplifier module (FOAM) will then transfer the sig-
nal from the borehole to the surface of the ice where the
data acquisition (DAQ) box is located. As of June 2013, the
first ARA station (ARA1) has been running for approxi-
mately 10 months while the later deployed second and third
ARA stations (ARA2, ARA3) have been running for ap-
proximately 5 months.

2.1 TestBed station
The ARA TestBed station is a prototype station of ARA
detector. It contains 16 antennas: four bicone Vpol antennas,
four bowtie-slotted cylinder Hpol antennas, two discone
Vpol antennas, two batwing Hpol antennas, two quad-
slotted cylinder Hpol antennas and two surface located
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antennas. Most of the components in the TestBed are similar
to ARA stations. However, the maximum depth of the
borehole antennas in the TestBed is approximately 30 m
while ARA design stations are at 200 m. Each borehole
in the TestBed has one Vpol and one Hpol antenna with
150 MHz to 1 GHz bandwidth. The TestBed has been
running since January 2010. The first ARA neutrino search
with TestBed data is in progress.

3 Simulating Neutrino Events
The AraSim simulation selects a neutrino interaction loca-
tion in the ice; models the Cherenkov radio spectrum with
a parametrized model; traces rays from the interaction loca-
tion to the antennas; simulates the detector response; mod-
els the trigger; and saves voltage waveforms in the same
format as in real data. In this section, we will describe each
individual step in detail.

3.1 Selecting Neutrino-ice Interaction Location
First, we need to set the neutrino interaction locations inside
the ice. We force neutrinos to interact within a 3 km-radius
cylindrical volume of ice centered around the detector. At
the energies at which ARA is most sensitive, allowing
events from further distances will not affect the simulated
sensitivity of the detector. Neutrino interaction locations are
evenly distributed over the cylindrical ice volume, and the
travel directions of the neutrinos are randomly distributed
over a 4π solid angle.

Once the neutrino interaction location and travel direc-
tion is chosen, AraSim calculates the probability of the neu-
trino to reach the interaction location and not be absorbed by
the Earth. The probability is calculated by Πie−li/Li where
Li is the interaction length at the layer of the Earth and li is
the travel distance at the layer of the Earth. The parameters
of each Earth layer are obtained from the Crust 2.0 Earth
model. We assign this weighting factor for each individual
event to account for Earth absorption. In all plots contain-
ing the number of triggered events from AraSim, the events
have been adjusted by this weighting factor.

3.2 Parametrized Cherenkov Signal
We use the parametrized model for radio Cherenkov signal
from Muniz et al. [7, 8, 9] to model the electric field strength
of the shower in the ice. In the future, we plan to implement
semi-analytic simulations of radio emission from particle
showers [10] in AraSim to produce more reliable time
domain signals.

3.3 Ray Tracing
After AraSim selects a neutrino interaction location in the
ice and models the Cherenkov signal spectrum, it obtains ray
tracing solutions from the neutrino interaction location to
each antenna. The Antarctic ice has a depth dependent index
of refraction within ∼200 m of the surface. This property
results in the bending of the direction of the emitted ray
and makes it difficult to track the path of the ray from the
interaction location to each antenna. The simulated ray-
bending effect in Antarctic ice is shown in Figure 2. ARA
stations are designed with boreholes of 200 m depth to avoid
the region where the bending effect is significant. However,
for deep receivers there may be two ray trace solutions from
a given emission location. Ray tracing finds the possible
ray trace solutions for each antennas in the detector and

Figure 2: In Antarctic ice ray trace results plot. Changing
of ray travel direction is noticeable when signal emitting (or
receiving) location is near to the surface of ice (red, black
curves).
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Figure 3: Filter’s gain response which is in use for AraSim.
The filter response consists of a high pass filter at 150 MHz,
a low pass filter at 800 MHz, and a notch at 450 MHz to
avoid the electronics communication frequency.

calculates various terms such as viewing angle, polarization
of signal at the antenna, and ray travel time to each antennas.
AraSim also models all necessary factors during the ray
travel such as ice attenuation factor and Fresnel refraction
factor.

3.4 Antenna Properties
When the rays arrive at each antenna, we apply the antenna’s
properties to the signal spectrum. AraSim has bicone Vpol
antenna and quad-slotted Hpol antenna models from NEC2
antenna simulation. From the ray trace solution from the
previous step we have the ray receiving angle for each
antenna and, with this information, we can model the
antenna’s effective height at the receiving angle. Effective
height for each frequency bin is applied to the neutrino
signal spectrum.

3.5 Electronics Properties
After the antenna, neutrino signals will pass through entire
electronics chain such as low noise amplifier (LNA), filter
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and fiber optic amplifier module (FOAM). The measured
filter gain response which AraSim uses is shown in Figure 3
as an example. These electronics components’ frequency
domain response is measured in the lab and AraSim applies
each component’s gain to neutrino signal in the frequency
domain.

3.6 Generating Noise Waveforms
If any ray trace solution exists for a specific neutrino event,
AraSim generates noise waveforms for each channel. These
generated noise waveforms will follow the calibrated noise
spectrum which will be introduced in section 4.1. The time
length of these noise waveforms are long enough to add all
time domain neutrino signals on top of noise waveforms
with proper time delay between channels. These long noise
waveforms with neutrino signal added will be used for the
next step, the trigger analysis.

3.7 Trigger Analysis
From the previous step, we have long time domain wave-
forms with neutrino signals added on top of noise wave-
forms with proper time delay between channels. To mimic
the trigger process done in the ARA detector, we convolve
the entire waveform with a modeled tunnel diode response.
The output waveform from the convolution is in units of
power. With these convolved waveforms we scan through
all channels simultaneously with a 100 ns trigger coinci-
dence window. If three or more channels pass the trigger
threshold which is calibrated with data measurements, a
global trigger occurs and AraSim will store the waveform.
After AraSim stores the triggered event’s waveform infor-
mation, it will move on to the next neutrino event and begin
the same processes starting from section 3.1.

4 Calibrating AraSim to Data
Calibrating simulation to detector is very important as we
are modeling neutrino sensitivity with our simulation. Here
we will show how we calibrated thermal noise waveform
and trigger level in detail.

4.1 Calibrating Thermal Noise
Thermal noise events are the dominant background events
from the ARA detector. Therefore calibrating thermal noise
to measured data enables AraSim to generate background
events reliably.

To calibrate thermal noise, we first selected randomly
triggered events from TestBed data. As thermal noise events
are dominant among randomly triggered events, we can fit
those events with Rayleigh distribution in frequency do-
main. For each channel and each frequency bin separately,
we fitted the randomly triggered events’ normalized voltage
distribution in frequency domain with a Rayleigh distribu-
tion. Figure 4a shows the TestBed data’s voltage distribu-
tion of one channel at 200 MHz frequency and the Rayleigh
distribution fit result. AraSim generates noise waveforms
which follow the Rayleigh distribution with fit parameters
along with random phase. The distribution of RMS voltages
from TestBed data and simulated thermal noise events from
AraSim are shown in Figure 4b. In the figure, the two distri-
butions are well matched, except TestBed data has contami-
nation from non-thermal events at the high RMS values.
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(a) TestBed data’s voltage response in frequency do-
main (blue curve). As noise events are dominant back-
ground events, we can use Rayleigh distribution func-
tion to fit the distribution (red curve).
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(b) RMS voltage distribution from TestBed data (blue
curve) and thermal noise events’ RMS voltage distribu-
tion from AraSim after calibration (red curve).

Figure 4: Calibrating thermal noise to TestBed data.

4.2 Calibrating Trigger Threshold
The trigger threshold level is directly related to neutrino
signal sensitivity. In order to calibrate the trigger thresh-
old, we first need to find a trigger sensitive variable from
the trigger mechanism. First, the tunnel diode is used in
the detector which means the trigger is sensitive to units of
power. Second, the TestBed station requires three or more
channels to pass the trigger threshold within a 100 ns co-
incidence window. Combining the first and second condi-
tions, we decided to use the third highest peak square volt-
age among channels (in trigger coincidence window) as a
trigger-sensitive variable.

Based on calibrated thermal noise events we can cali-
brate the trigger threshold for each channel separately by
searching the minimum χ2 with different trigger thresholds.
Figure 5 shows the change of trigger sensitive parameter
value’s distribution by different threshold levels in AraSim.

5 Results from AraSim
With all processes introduced in Section 3 and 4, we can
obtain various simulation results from AraSim. By using
the fact that AraSim stores voltage waveforms in the same
format as data (Figure 6), we can apply the same analysis
cuts to AraSim and obtain the optimized cut parameters.
Collecting numbers of triggered events in AraSim, we can
also model neutrino constraints from different deployment
stages of the ARA detector which is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Third highest peak square voltage among chan-
nels’ distribution (black curve) which is the trigger sensitive
parameter value. We compared this black curve distribution
to same parameter value’s distribution with different trigger
threshold values in AraSim (red, green and blue curves).
Changing the trigger threshold (red : most loose cut, blue
: most strong cut) results in shifting the distribution and
we found the best matching distribution with minimum χ2

method for calibration.
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(a) Calibration pulser waveform
from AraSim.
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(b) Calibration pulser wave-
form from TestBed dta.

Figure 6: Calibration pulser waveforms from AraSim and
TestBed. AraSim saves voltage waveform in the same
format as in real data so that we can apply same analysis
code to both simulation and measured data.

6 Summary
AraSim is the official simulation framework for ARA in
which detailed signal propagation stages are implemented.
These steps are well calibrated to data and mimic the
neutrino events we are expecting from the ARA detector.
AraSim is currently used by collaborators for various de-
tector optimization studies and criteria for data analysis. In
the future we plan to work on adding more functionality to
AraSim. Also we will obtain the optimized neutrino sensi-
tivity of the ARA detector by using detector data set along
with AraSim.
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Figure 7: Neutrino constraints from various experiments
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Neutrino sensitivities from ARA detector are obtained from
AraSim with trigger level.
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